PLEADING TO A CHARGE

WHEN CAN QUESTION OF FITNESS BE RAISED?

If you have been charged with a criminal
offence and you plead not guilty, your charges
will be set down for a trial. The trial is the forum
where it will be decided if you are guilty or not
guilty. Before the trial can take place, you will
need to be fit to stand trial. The word “trial” for
the purpose of fitness includes any court
proceedings or part of the proceedings about
your charge(s), other than a bail or sentencing
hearing, and including your plea.

The question of whether or not you can
understand the charges, effect of a plea and all
the court proceedings may be raised at any
time, before or during a trial.
Fitness may be raised by the prosecution, you,
your lawyer, the judge or magistrate.
The question can be raised more than once.
WHO DECIDES QUESTION OF MENTAL FITNESS?

PRESUMPTION THAT YOU ARE FIT TO PLEAD / STAND
TRIAL
The court will presume that you are mentally fit to
plead / stand trial.
FITNESS TO STAND TRIAL
If you are mentally unfit to stand trial, evidence
will need to be given to the court about your
fitness, so the court can decide whether or not
the charge against you should proceed.
You may not be mentally fit to plead/stand trial
for an offence or crime if you are suffering from a
significant mental impairment. A
mental
impairment includes mental states such as
intellectual disability, mental illness, brain
damage or senility. The impairment must be so
much that you are unable to:
 understand the nature of the charge;
 understand the requirement to plead to
the charge or the effect of a plea;
 understand the purpose of the trial;
 understand or exercise the right to
challenge the appointment of jurors;
 follow the course of the trial;
 understand the substantial effect of
evidence presented by the prosecution in
the trial; and/or
 properly defend the charge(s).

The judge or magistrate will decide if you are fit
to plead/stand trial, on the balance of
probabilities. This means that it is more likely than
not that you are fit or unfit to plead/stand trial. In
making this decision, the court may inform itself
as it sees fit, including by:
 making an order that you are to be
examined by a psychiatrist or other
expert;
 ordering a report by a psychiatrist or other
expert about you, which is submitted to
the court;
 adjourning the proceedings and, if there
is a jury, discharge the jury; and/or
 making any other order, as the court
thinks fit.
The court may provide report(s) about you
available to the prosecutor and to you/your
lawyer for the purpose of making submissions to
the court about the report(s).
CAN THE UNFITNESS DECISION BE APPEALED?
Either the prosecution or you can appeal against
a court’s decision that you are/are not mentally
fit to plead/stand trial.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER YOU HAVE BEEN FOUND
UNFIT TO PLEAD/STAND TRIAL?
If the Magistrate Court, District Court or Supreme
Court is satisfied that you will not become fit
enough to plead/stand trial within six months of
deciding that you are mentally unfit, the Court
must dismiss the charge; and
 release you;
 make a Custody Order; or
 adjourn your hearing for up to 6
months from the date that
unfitness is found
DECIDING WHETHER OR NOT YOU HAVE BECOME
MENTALLY FIT TO STAND TRIAL
If your matter has been adjourned, you will be
presumed to remain unfit until the court decides
that you remain unfit or are fit to plead/ stand
trial. The court must decide to release you or
make a custody order within 6 months of the
adjournment.
CUSTODY ORDER AFTER UNFITNESS DECISION
If you have been found unfit in the Magistrates
Court, District Court, or Supreme Court, a
Custody Order can only be made if your offence
is one for which you could have been sentenced
to prison.
Furthermore in making a decision to approve/not
approve a Custody Order, the court must have
regard to the following:
 strength of the evidence against you
 the nature of the alleged offence and
the circumstances of its commission
 your character and history
 the public interest

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF A CUSTODY ORDER IS
MADE?
You can appeal a decision by a court to make a
custody order within 28 days of the decision
being made.
After the initial appeal period against the
imposition of a Custody Order, you have no right
of appeal against Mentally Impaired Accused
Review
Board
(MIARB)
decisions
or
recommendations.
You will be held at the Governor’s pleasure for an
indefinite period.
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You will be held in a prison or a secure psychiatric
hospital. The MIARB will decide your place of
custody within 5 days.
Your Custody Order will be reviewed at least
once a year by the Mentally Impaired Accused
Review Board.
Written submissions can be made to the MIARB
before each review about what you would like to
be decided. The MIARB has very limited decision
making powers and generally the MIARB makes
recommendations to the WA Attorney-General
who makes recommendation to the WA
Governor.
DISMISSING/RENEWING CHARGES
If charges against you have been dismissed in
the Magistrates Court, you cannot be charged or
tried again for the same offence.
If charges against you have been dismissed in
the District or Supreme Court, you may again be
formally charged and tried for the offence once
you are fit to plead/stand trial.
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Disclaimer of Liability
The writer, publisher and the Mental Health Law Centre
(WA) Inc. disclaim liability as to the reliability and
completeness of the information in this publication and
disclaim any liability for action taken or not taken as result
of this content or for any errors and omissions. It is
emphasised that the reader may need legal advice in
relation to their particular circumstances.
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